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Car Theft Prevention
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In 2016, there were 5,247 completed and attempted vehicle theft
offenses reported to the Portland Police Bureau. Approximately half of
those incidents occurred between 6pm and 2am. Eighty-five percent
of the top three models stolen—Honda Accords, Honda Civics and
Subaru Legacys—were pre-2000 models. Ninety percent of vehicles
stolen in 2016 have been recovered. Unfortunately, recovered vehicles
are not always returned in the same condition that they were in prior to
the theft.
Vehicles are stolen for transportation and joyriding, used to commit other
crimes or, less frequently, sold domestically or abroad. Stolen cars may
also be stripped for their parts, sometimes in chop shops, and sold to
unscrupulous or unsuspecting mechanics or other buyers at below
market prices. For older models, the thieves may receive more money
for selling off the parts individually than selling the entire car intact.
Thieves may break into a car by entering through an unlocked door,
breaking a window or using wedges and other tools. At times, a thief
may prowl a car for the contents, but discovers a key that can be used
to steal the vehicle. Certain model cars manufactured in the 1980s until
the late 1990s have been a popular target for car prowlers and thieves
who use duplicative and ground-down keys to gain entry and start the
ignition. For certain older models, they may be able to hot-wire the car. In
the late 1990s, manufacturers introduced car lock systems with engine
immobilizers that required an ignition key with the correct RFID chip to start
the car. This change, which made it difficult to copy the key and hot-wire
the car, resulted in a decline in car theft of these models. More recently,
some thieves have been able to hack keyless entry and start systems
on cars using jammers, amplifiers/relay attacks, key programmers and
other methods. Until manufacturers correct these security vulnerabilities,
we may see more car prowlers and thieves hacking these systems.
Thieves may alter a stolen car to conceal its stolen status by buying a
junk or salvage vehicle of the same make and model and rebuilding
it using the stolen vehicle’s parts. In other cases, they may commit
Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) fraud by using the VIN plate of a
registered, salvaged vehicle, altering a plate in the vehicle or creating a
VIN associated with another car. Offenders also steal the front license
plates from other cars and install them on the stolen vehicle, so that a
police license plate reader can’t identify the car. Many people are not
immediately aware that their plate has been stolen, which buys the
thieves time to transport the vehicle.

Take simple steps to prevent car theft
Take simple steps to prevent car theft:

• Do not leave your idling car unattended especially when your child is
in it. Many cars are stolen within minutes while owners wait inside for
the engine to warm up, windshields to defrost or to retrieve something
inside.
• Do not leave valuables in your car or items that may be mistaken as
valuable. Do not leave garage door openers, personal information,
spare keys, key fobs or proximity keys in your vehicle. In addition to
theft from your car (car prowl), items stolen may lead to other crimes
such as car theft, identity theft or burglary.

Wheel locks are a great option for
securing trailers, but will not be
practical for securing your car in a
commercial area.

• Lock doors and the sunroof and roll up your windows. Check the door
handle upon exiting your vehicle.
• Activate your vehicle security alarm.
• Place your key fob or proximity key in a Faraday bag or cage (RFIDblocking) when you leave your car to thwart hacking. The bag should
be able to block certain hacking devices that try to capture the code
as you lock the vehicle or attempt to jam the communication. Do your
research before you buy and look for some do-it-yourself solutions
online.
• At night, park in a locked garage when possible. If it is not:
»» Park in the driveway.
»» Choose a well-lit place on the street that is visible to you, neighbors
and passersby.
»» Install motion detector lighting that illuminates the area near and
around your car.
• If you park in a secured garage of an apartment or condo complex,
make sure that no one follows you into the garage, and continue to
employ crime prevention strategies. Many residents think that their
property is protected in a secured garage. Thieves are often able
to enter in through the garage or pedestrian access door when a
resident opens the door and doesn’t monitor the area while it closes.
• During the day, park in a well-travelled, well-lit area that is visible to
passersby.
• Do not leave your vehicle in unattended parking lots for extended
periods of time.
• Etch your car parts with the VIN number so that parts may be identified
if found.
• Install anti-theft license plate fasteners.

Buy after-market security products
One example of a brake lock.
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If your vehicle does not come loaded with security features, research
after-market options. Ask your insurance company if there are financial
incentives for installing certain anti-theft products. Devices that are
visible to a thief casing an area can be a deterrent. When deciding what
after-market solution to use, consider ease of use, practicality, security
reviews and personal safety. For example, some anti-theft options may
require you to get under the hood to disable the battery or other part.
That may work at home, but not in a commercial area. A thief may be
able to view your activities and circumvent your strategies. There also
may be a situation where you feel physically unsafe and you want to get

in your car and leave immediately. If you need to unlock a wheel lock on
the tire, this may delay your departure. Personal safety is always more
important than property. Some options to consider:
• Audible alarm system.
• Steering wheel locks. These locks and other ones you choose should
be sturdy and resistant to hammering, sawing, picking and freezing.
• Steering column locks. These prevent hot wiring and may also limit
movement of the steering wheel and access to the ignition.
• Brake, gearshift and other locks.
• Immobilizers such as kill switches and fuel cut-offs. These devices shut
down systems that allow your car to start. If possible, make sure that
they are concealed so the thief will not know where to look.
• GPS tracking systems. If your car is stolen, these devices allow you and
the police to track the approximate location of the vehicle. Currently,
LoJack is one of the only trackers linked to the Law Enforcement Data
System and National Crime Information Center.
• Biometric identification systems. Anti-theft devices that scan your
fingerprints, voice, retina and other characteristics are becoming
increasingly available on the market.

Report suspicious activity
Reporting suspicious activity to the police may lead to the arrest of
car thieves and other criminals. Call 9-1-1 for crimes in progress or an
immediate threat to life or property such as a stranger checking door
handles on your street or tampering with a neighbor’s vehicle. Share
your specific observations of the suspect(s), vehicle(s) and activities
with the police call taker:

Both the photo above and below
are steering wheel locks. When
choosing a lock, do your research to
determine security ratings and how
a particular lock might be defeated.
Some thieves will saw through the
steering wheel, so one that wraps
around the wheel will more likely be
able to withstand that kind of activity.
Both are also helpful in preventing
theft of the driver’s side airbag.

• What you saw and why it’s suspicious
• Who you saw i.e. gender, age, race, height, weight, hair length and
color, eye color, clothing, tattoos & unusual features
• Suspect vehicle info including license plate # and state
• When you saw it
• Where it occurred
If it’s not an immediate threat, you can call the police non-emergency
line at 503-823-3333. For example, a person may be looking in vehicles
on your street and it does not appear to be an immediate threat at that
time. When you cannot decide which number to call, start with 9-1-1.
The call taker may redirect you to the non-emergency line if it is not
a true emergency. Encourage your neighbors to keep an eye out for
any suspicious activity and report it to the police. Consider starting a
Neighborhood Watch to build a cohesive and safer neighborhood and
learn more about crime prevention and the public safety system.

File a police report if your vehicle is stolen
If your car is stolen, report the crime to the police. If it’s an immediate
threat to life or property or a crime in progress, call 9-1-1. If the crime
already occurred, contact the police non-emergency number at 503823-3333. When you report crime, the Portland Police Bureau becomes
aware of trends and can direct resources to the impacted areas. If the
thief is caught and arrested, call the District Attorney’s Office at 503-
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988-3860 to pursue charges against the individual(s). If you find your
car, call the police non-emergency number and report that it has been
found before you drive it again. Otherwise, you risk being stopped,
questioned and arrested for theft until the details can be sorted out.

Report stolen vehicles parked on your street
If you suspect a car parked on your street is stolen, call the police
non-emergency number at 503-823-3333 and provide the license
plate number. Signs of theft include broken glass, ignition tampering
or stripped parts.
Call the Abandoned Auto line at 503-823-7309 if a car has been
there for an extended period, does not display valid license plates or
appears inoperable, disabled, wrecked or dismantled. You can also
report abandoned autos using PDX Reporter at www.pdxreporter.org.

Don’t buy a stolen vehicle
City of Portland’s
Crime Prevention
Program
Our program provides
prevention advice, organizes
and trains Portland residents
and businesses on crime
issues. To connect with a
Crime Prevention Program
Coordinator in your Portland
neighborhood:
• Call 503-823-4064
• Email onicpa@
portlandoregon.gov
Request a training at www.
portlandoregon.gov/oni/
trainingrequest.

Buying stolen products reinforces criminal activity and could
expose you to personal risk. If you are shopping online for a
used car, takes steps to ensure that you are purchasing from the
legitimate owner of that car:
• Research the blue book value of the vehicle and be wary of buying
one that is listed well below the listed value.
• Search the seller’s contact info against other car ads to see if they are
operating as an unlicensed dealer. If so, do not buy from that person.
• Trust your instincts about the seller and talk to them by phone before
meeting. If anything feels strange about the interaction, walk away.
• Check their driver’s license against the car title.
• Inspect the title for legitimacy. There are many examples of titles
from different states online. You can also meet the owner at the
Department of Motor Vehicles to verify the document.
• Compare the VIN on the vehicle title with the 17 characters on the
dashboard, engine block, driver’s side door jamb and other areas of
the car. All VIN numbers should match and be free of tampering. If
not, the seller needs to explain why there is a discrepancy.
• Always schedule a thorough inspection of any used vehicle you buy.
• Run a free VIN check to ensure that the vehicle hasn’t been stolen
or reported as a salvage vehicle at the National Insurance Crime
Bureau website at nicb.org/theft_and_fraud_awareness/vincheck.
• Purchase a vehicle history report online that provides a history of
accidents, liens and history of the car. Also request the seller to
provide the vehicle’s maintenance records. The owner may not have
kept them, but it will provide assurances if they are available.
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There are many simple steps you can take and after-market security
devices that you can use to prevent car theft. When you see suspicious
activity in your neighborhood or abandoned cars that may be stolen,
report your observations. Consumers and consumer groups have
successfully been able to advocate with manufacturers to improve
security features. If hacking becomes a more prevalent issue, advocacy
may be necessary in addition to crime prevention measures.

